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V. PROPRIETARY ESTOPPEL

A legal precedent that will prevent a party from denying the right that another party has in the frst
party’sproperty. The second party will have had costs in relaton to the frst party’s property.

Untl 1986 the doctrine of proprietary estoppel was used as a way to bar litgants from assertng their
strict proprietary rights. The doctrine had not been used to give efect to promises to leave property to
someone in the future.

It has developed into one of equity’s sharpest instruments in its interventon in the common law and
statutory regulaton of land and the distributon of assets on death.In such a manner, there is a balance
to be struck between the need to hold people for their bargains and promises.

In the case of Cobbe v Yeoman’s Row Management, the essentals of proprietary estoppels were taken
into consideraton. The House of Lords in this case stated that Cobbe cannot make a claim of proprietary
estoppel, and also negated on the aspect of acquiring an interest as regards to a constructve trust. 

VI. PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL

The  legal  enforcement  of  a  promise.  Made  by  words  or  conduct  to  the  promisee  without  the
consideraton of the detriment it may cause. 

The doctrine of promissory estoppel does not fall within the scope of secton 115 as the secton talks
about  representatons  made  as  to  existng  facts  whereas  promissory  estoppel  deals  with  future
promises.

ESTOPPEL AND RES JUDICATA 

Sometmes,  the  doctrine  of  "res  judicata"  is  considered  as  a  branch  of  law  of  estoppel.  There  is
distncton between doctrine of  "res judicata" principle of  'issue estoppel'  and 'rule estoppel'  under
secton 115 Of the Evidence Act. Doctrine Of res judicata creates legal embargo on hands of the court to
a judicial determinaton of deciding the same queston over again even though earlier determinaton
may be demonstratedly erroneous.  When the proceedings between the same partes have atained
fnality,  they  are  bound by  the  judgment  and  cannot  be  permited to  re-agitate  the same lis.  The
determinaton of the issue in the same set of facts in the previous lisbetween the partes would give rise
to an issue of estoppel. It operates in any subsequent proceedings between the same partes. 

The doctrine of res judicata is based on rule of procedure. However, doctrine of mere estoppel under
secton 115 Of the Evidence Act, there is embargo on the party to plead or prove a partcular facts



whereas in case of res judicata, the prohibiton is operatve against the court to deal with the same kind
of issue again and again.

ESTOPPEL AND ADMISSION 

Though in both admissions and estoppels there are statements, an admission does not ripen into an
estoppel unless the person to whom the representaton is made believes it and acts upon such belief,
whereas in the case of mere admission evidence can be given to show that the admission was wrongly
made.

Admission made in earlier suit as to the nature of property if proved valid in subsequent proceedings are
binding as estoppel.

ESTOPPEL AGAINST, OR IN FAVOR OF THE STATE 

The State is enttled, along with the subjects, to a plea of estoppel.887 But the neglect or omissions of
public  ofcers  as  to  their  public  dutes  will  not  work  as  an  estoppel  against  the  State.A  mistaken
interpretaton made by Government ofcers of a grant by the State and their consequent mistaken acts
are not binding on the State and would not create an estoppel as against the State.Promissory estoppel
cannot be invoked to compel the Government or even a private party to do an act prohibited by law.

The doctrine of promissory estoppel was applied by the Supreme Court to give relief to the employees
to whom the State Government had held out certain promises as inducement to move into a newly
created department. It was held that the employees having acted upon the -representatons- could not
be denied the rights and benefts promised to them by the State Government. 

The State cannot be prevented from exercising its  functons under the law must be deemed to be
overruled by the Supreme Court in three member judgment in Union of India v. Godfrey Philips.892
Even innocent or mistaken representaton may operate as an estoppel against the party making the
representaton893  The  State  is  not  bound  by  the  doctrine  of  promissory  estoppel  for  acts  of  its
subordinates done in violaton of its directon on administratve instructons.

CONCLUSION

Estoppel has been defned in a general way as the "preclusion of a person to assert a fact which has
been admited or determined under circumstances of solemnity, such as by mater of record or by deed,
or which he has, by an act in pais, induced another to believe and act upon to his prejudice." As appears
from this defniton, estoppels are of three general classes: (1) estoppels by record; (2) estoppels by
deed; (3) estoppels in pais, or, as they are sometmes called, equitable estoppel. The later, and, indeed,
all of these are sometmes treated under the head of conclusive' admissions. Estoppel of the frst and
second classes have been sufciently treated elsewhere, and this chapter will be confned to the subject
of estoppel in pais. 

Estoppels have also been likened to solemn admissions and conclusive evidence. Formal admissions,
conclusive evidence and estoppels have the common feature of afectng the admissibility, of evidence. 

In English law, estoppel by representaton of fact is a term coined by Spencer Bower. The law relatng to
estoppel, as stated above, appears to be too widely stated in the following observaton of the Supreme
Court of India:



“It is doubted whether the Court while determining whether the conduct of a partcular person amounts
to an "estoppels”, could travel beyond the provisions of s. 115 of The Indian Evidence Act and rely upon
what is sometmes called 'equitable estoppel'. But assuming that the law as stated by the Calcuta High
Court, is correct, the point to be noted is that it was a case between private partes.”

This species of estoppel is also referred to as "common law estoppel by representaton" in Halsbury's
Laws of England, vol 16(2), 2003 reissue.

Spencer Bower defnes estoppel by representaton of fact as follows:

“Where  one  person  (‘the  representor’)  has  made  a  representaton of  fact  to  another  person  (‘the
representee’) in words or by acts or conduct, or (being under a duty to the representee to speak or act)
by silence or inacton, with the intenton (actual or presumptve) and with the result of inducing the
representee on the faith of such representaton to alter his positon to his detriment, the representor, in
any  litgaton  which  may  aferwards  take  place  between him and  the  representee,  is  estopped,  as
against  the  representee,  from  making,  or  atemptng  to  establish  by  evidence,  any  averment
substantally at variance with his former representaton, if the representee at the proper tme, and in
proper manner, objects thereto.”

A second defniton comes from Sean Wilken and Theresa Villiers:

“An estoppel by representaton [of fact] will arise between A and B if the following elements are made
out. First, A makes a false representaton of fact to B or to a group of which B was a member. [It is not
necessary  to  demonstrate  A  knew  that  the  representaton  was  untrue.]  Second,  in  making  the
representaton, A intended or [in the alternatvely,] knew that it was likely to be acted upon. Third, B,
believing the representaton, acts to its detriment in reliance on the representaton. [It must have been
reasonable  to  rely  on  the  representaton.]  Fourth,  A  subsequently  seeks  to  deny  the  truth  of  the
representaton. Fifh, no defence to the estoppel can be raised by A. 

'Estoppels' in the sense in which the term is used in English legal phraseology, are mater of infnite
variety, and are by no means confned to subjects which are dealt with in Chapter VIII of The Indian
Evidence Act. A man may be estoppled not only from giving partcular evidence, but from doing acts, or
relying upon any partcular arguments oil  contenton which the rules of equity and good conscience
prevent him from using as against his opponent. 

A representaton can be made by words or conduct. Although the representaton must be clear and
unambiguous, a representaton can be inferred from silence where there is a duty to speak or from
negligence where a duty of care has arisen. Under English law, estoppel by representaton of fact usually
acts as a defense, though it may act in support of a cause of acton or counterclaim. Estoppel was once
regarded as a rule or branch of the law of evidence, but the beter opinion, and that which now prevails,
is that it is more properly a branch of the substantve law.898 Although in some respects it might be
regarded as within the feld of procedure. In any event, however, it is customary to treat the subject to
some extent in works on evidence, and it is clearly within the scope of our plan to treat it so far as
questons of evidence are concerned when estoppel is involved as a partcular issue in a case.


